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Publications and Resources

- **How to Personalize Learning**: A Practical Guide on Getting Started and Going Deeper by Barbara Bray and Kathleen McClaskey. Use 20% discount code N16906 on Corwin’s site.
- **Make Learning Personal**: The What, Who, Wow, Where, and Why by Barbara Bray and Kathleen McClaskey. Use 20% discount code N16906 on Corwin’s site.
- Personalize Learning Toolkit to download the Chart, Report, and Stages of PLE
  http://kathleenmcclaskey.com/toolkit/

Blogs and Articles on Personalized Learning, UDL and Learner Agency

- **Personalization and UDL: The Perfect Match**. ASCD Educational Leadership, March 2017:

- **The UDL Lens: Empower Teacher and Learners to Transform Education**. Education Reimagined, Pioneering Issue 20, 9/8/16
  https://education-reimagined.org/udl-lens-transform-education/
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● The Story Behind my Passion to Personalize Learning [http://blog.brookespublishing.com/the-story-behind-my-passion-to-personalize-learning/]


● Collaborative Blog Series on Learner Agency with Barbara Bray and Kathleen McClaskey @khmmc and The Institute for Personalized Learning @Institute4PL

● The Seven Continuums to Develop Learner Agency by Barbara Bray and Kathleen McClaskey @khmmc with graphics designed by Sylvia Duckworth @sylviaduckworth

- Continuum of Choice
- Continuum of Voice
- Continuum of Motivation
- Continuum of Engagement
- Continuum of Ownership
- Continuum of Purpose
- Continuum of Self-Efficacy

Crosswalk of Learner Agency Across the Stages of Personalized Learning Environments - >
Professional Learning Opportunities

**Make Learning Personal Virtual Book Study**

For schools or school districts where...

- You want to personalize learning in your school but don’t know where to start!
- You have staff that has questions about creating personalized learning environments!
- You want to bring your staff together to talk about personalized learning!

Join me at the end of every chapter of “Make Learning Personal” to ask questions and to think deeper about personalized learning.

*****

**5 W’s of Personalized Learning Standalone Course** – Coming January 2018!

- on your own time!
- at your own pace!
- anywhere and anytime!
- on your laptop, mobile phone or tablet!
- even in your PJs!

The *5 W's of Personalized Learning*® **Standalone eCourse includes:**

- 5 modules each with 3 videos, resources, and websites.
- Optional activities similar to 5 W's of Personalized Learning eCourse.
- Ability to build a Community of Practice with educators from around world.
- $97/person
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